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QUESTION: 92 
When an XPage builder is listed in the “Sign or run unrestricted methods and 
operations” field and “Full Access Administrators” field what level of access will 
they have to run an XPage? 

A. They will have the same rights as if the XPage was a signed agent. 
B. They will have unrestricted rights with full administration rights. 
C. They will have unrestricted rights without full administration rights. 
D. Runtime rights are assigned by the XPage builder inside the XPage ECLI not in 
the Domino Server document. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 93 
Joseph implemented DAOS in his Domino server environment successfully. As the 
environment grew, he reached the operating system limit for DAQS files stored in 
the designated directory. Which of the following will occur when this operating 
system limit is reached? 

A. DAOS will begin to create subdirectories as needed 
B. DAOS will be unable to service new attachments until some are deleted from 
DAOS 
C. DAQS will not respond to any requests until the administrator resolves the issue 
D. DAOS will stop collecting attachments and route them to the users’ mail files 
until the administrator resolves the issue 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 94 
The Domino server running Lotus Traveler must have which of the following access 
rights to the user mail files it will be serving to mobile devices? 

A. Manager with all rights 
B. Author with delete rights  
C. Editor with delete rights 
D. Designer with delete rights 
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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 95 
Abraham has begun the extraction process for an ID in the ID vault by selecting the 
person in the Domino Directory. He was not prompted for a password. Which one of 
the following best describes the reason? 

A. The ID being recovered is for an inactive user
B. ID files in the vault are stored with no password
C. He has the proper role assigned that eliminates password requirements
D. The ID file was not controlled by a user policy in the Domino Directory

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 96 
Mailbox event notification is also a router optimization, and it means when the 
router in Domino is running in a steady state and a new message is deposited in 
MAIL.BQX, a copy of the message is made and placed on a mailbox event queue 
which is then used by a new MailEvent thread in the router. The router can use the 
copy of the message for what purpose? 

A. Makes extra copies of the note for delivery to multiple recipients.
B. Discover new messages or transfer notes without fully opening them for delivery.
C. Discovers new messages, but requires a search of MAILBOX and a full note
open to deliver the message.
D. Delivers new messages without a full note open, but requires a search of
MAILBOX in order to discover new messages.

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 97 
Domino roaming for the Notes standard configuration clients in Domino 8.5 and 
later offers the ability to synchronize which of the following? 

A. A notebook database and autosave database
B. The user ID file and local Eclipse XML configuration files
C. A feeds subscription database and an Eclipse plug-in data and preferences
database
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D. The Activities plug-in configuration and the integrated Sametime Connect
configurations

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 98 
Server console comands are used to see server events as they happen. Which of the 
commands cannot display information on whether DAOS is enabled or not 

A. Show Tasks
B. Show server
C. Show Stat DAOS
D. show directory

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 99 
How does custom Java code and standard Java API libraries differ from Signed 
Agents when executing in a Notes client? 

A. There is no difference. The signer of the XPage application will be checked
against the ECL of the local workstation.
B. The permissions of the XPage application signer are checked against the Java
Security Manager FCL to determine if the signer has permission to perform the
operation.
C. When the code is executed the Java Security Manager passes a permission check
to the Notes Client ECL to see if the XPage application signer has permission to
perform the operation.
D. Custom Java code and standard Java API libraries are not bound by the local
ECL like Signed Agents are. The runtime permissions are based on the XPage ECL
which is contained in the XPage application.

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 100 
In a multi-user installation of Lotus Notes in Citrix, a specific path location of Client 
Data Directory may be specified. Which version of Lotus Notes allows the custom 
data directories during installation or upgrade? 
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A. Lotus Notes 8.5
B. Lotus Notes 7.0.3
C. Lotus Notes 8.0.2
D. Lotus Notes 8.5.1

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 101 
As an ID vault administrator you have to delete an ID from the vault. Which of these 
is true regarding deleting an ID from the vault? 

A. You must first deactivate the ID, then let an adminp request delete the actual ID.
B. You must select the ID to delete from the Vault Users or Inactive User IDs view
and delete it.
C. An adminp request must be created first, to mark the ID as inactive, and then the
ID can be deleted.
D. You must trigger the Delete ID agent from Domino Administrator client,
Configuration tab -> Security -> ID Vaults

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 102 
Sam has been directed to create dynamic policies to set certain desktop settings 
depending on to which group a user belongs. What does Sam need to do in order to 
accomplish this task? 

A. Sam needs to create the policy and assign the policy to the corresponding group.
B. Sam would create the policies and assign the policies based on the home server
for each user.
C. Sam needs Editor access to the Domino Directory and the PolicyCreator role to
create the policy. Sam would then create the policy and assign groups to the policy.
D. Sam needs Editor access to the Domino Directory, and the PolicyCreator and
PolicyModifier roles to create the policy. Sam would then create the policy and
assign groups to the policy.

Answer: C 
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